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Topic! Proposition: University degrees are adequate preparation
for engineering graduates entering the workforce.

Arguments for the affirmative

Introduction
A sensible employer would not expect an engineering graduate to have loads of industrial experience.
Logically, they would have a good idea of what you have or have not learnt as a graduate. So, if the
graduate does not yet possess those appealing practical experience, the question comes down to what is
it that the employer really looking for from a graduate? Before a graduate accumulates years of
industrial experience, the employability skills which they acquired from their undergraduate program are
the essential attributes that the employers would put high value on.

Employability Skills
The Precision Consultancy defines the employability skills as - the skills required not only to gain
employment but also to progress within an enterprise so as to achieve one’s potential and contribute
successfully to enterprise strategic directions. These skills include but not limited by the following:

Communication
Teamwork
Problem solving
Self Management
Planning and organising
Technology
Life-long learning
Initiative and enterprise

These are the attributes that we would acquire from our undergraduate engineering degree.

For example - the current subject we are all doing here - Projects and People whcih has already covered
the 8 employability skills mentioned above. In this course:
1. The communication skill is gained by on-going discussion and participation in the lectures, tutorials
and wikispace in both verbal and written forms.
2. Teamwork such as debates and weekly take-home questions allow the students to work as an
individual and as a member of a team and identifying the strengths of the team members.
3. Problem solving such as the take-home questions allow us to apply the fundamentals and the
principles that have been delivered in the lectures, it leads us to think analytically and critically.
4. This course encourages students to take responsibility for their own learning and focus on the
self-direted search for knowledge, which reinforce our self-managemnt skills.
5. Being resourceful, making decisions, setting time lines and priorities, coordinating tasks for self and
with others in the course strengthen our planning and organizing skills.
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6. Technology such as wikispace being introduced.
7. The course also encourages students to be enthusiastic in ongoing learning which contributes to
ongoing improvement and expansion of self and enterprise operations and outcomes at the workplace.
8. Lastly the course strongly suggests students to be creative and innovative in contributing opinions and
ideas, which trains us to have initiative and enterprise that contribute to innovatie outcomes.

Please note that this is not the only subject fulfill the pupose of getting the graduates workready. If you
pay attention to other courses, you will find most of them are.

Another Speaker

Ill quickly touch on the broadness of all our subjects from first year onwards. Most engineering degrees
will attempt to introduce and educate you on the main branches of industry. In our degree this is no
different. Structural, water and waste water, geotechnical, transport and management subjects broadly
cover all the main areas of Civil Engineering in the workforce and are usually presented in concise,
structured, basic formats. Again this stresses the main word “prepare as we are prepped and introduced
to basic concepts that give us foundation and also in niche, specific areas of engineering that may come
in handy during our future careers. For example, during 3rd year transport subjects, a few topics are
dedicated to sound propagation and acoustics to account for traffic noise and sound barriers in
residential areas. If you decide to focus on traffic engineering, an understanding of this is essential.

4th year subjects are then individually chosen and focus on the areas of engineering that we decide to
pursue. These specific branches of industry are taught in greater detail and this emphasises the great
depth of the education process in any engineering degree.
Industrial training is a very important factor during our degree as civil engineers. As we all know there is
a minimum 60 days required of full time work in order for us to graduate. This also requires a full
written report and presentation about our experiences.
This gives us all and actual hands on period of real work within the workforce within any of our chosen
fields. On top of this we are all required to find said work for ourselves. During the course of our time
here we are prepped for the interview process and additional advice from school councillors is available
to assist us through the often-difficult interview period. On top of which, career days involving
numerous large and small engineering firms are regularly held in the civil department.
A perfect example of the university catering for our career needs happened just the other week in this
class when industry representative Robert Care who spoke in detail about his experiences in human
resources management, and the lessons he has learned during his career about how best to manage
people. He he also focused on industry culture and how he aligned the actions of the board of his
company, and then the employees, with the values that the company followed. This gives us undergrads
an insiders look into the workforce on an extremely personal level.
Personally industrial training for me was a smooth transition from classroom to workforce. I specified in
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geotechnical works and found a lot of basic concepts that I learnt in 2nd and 3rd year soil mechanics
essential for on site analysis, data collection and report writing. The most important of which being soil
classification, an process which I have been told by many geotech engineers is something that takes time
and experience in order to perfect.
Additionally, basic report writing learnt at uni during almost any subject taken is an essential skill that is
almost subconsciously etched into our brains, something that I found incredibly useful within the
workforce.
In summary, I have covered the ways in which University Engineering degrees prepare us for the
workforce by means of industrial training, having a wide selection of industry specific topics.
The affirmative team has shown that a university degree provides technical training, teaches us
self-learning skills, develops our employability skills, and introduces us to the industry. Through
meeting these criteria, it is clear that “university degrees certainly are adequate preparation for
engineering graduates entering the workforce”.

The negative team stated that if students obtained all high distinction marks at university then they
would be accepted into the skilled workforce. Our team argues that since university has the main
objective of “preparing“ students for the workforce, then a HD average would still just have you
prepared. This argument countered a lot of the Negatives points.
The Negative team mentioned a lack of social and interpersonal skills would disadvantage a new
graduate in the work force. The affirmative see this point as void as these are individual, subjective
personal circumstances that vary from each person.

The negative teams main argument seemed to be that “skilled“ workers are preferred to new
graduates. We the affirmative believe that it is in fact a sequential process, the graduation from new
recruit to skilled worker, thus the new unskilled worker is essential to obtain future skilled ones.
This also contradicts the Negatives argument that new graduates result in a loss of company profit.
We the affirmative believe that the training of new workers will result in a higher long term profit.
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Arguments for the negative

To be able to perform efficiently in construction field each individual should have three
important factors, which are knowledge, skill and experience. Among them knowledge can
obtain by studying.

This could be high level of education such as graduate degree from university or lower one such as Tafe,
depend on the level of knowledge that a particular job required. The point is our knowledge about the
working environment is based on previous experiences of people in the field through time. That is why
we call it experimental sciences. So the acquired knowledge in university becomes our image of the
working field before, we interring it.
Imagining that actual practicing of an occupation is an inhomogeneous shape.
Now imagine that our knowledge about this occupation is consisting of many small points in this shape.

So what we can do in order to get the approximate shape of the actual occupation is to connect
these points together by regression analysis. This regression is depends on our skills and

background knowledge about that occupation.

Now, we have a new shape from those points Based on our interpretation of actual occupation, which is
not as same as the actual practice of the occupation. There are gaps and deference between reality and
our interpolation. The knowledge we gain in academic environment results this interoperation of the
occupation.

When a person graduates from university, He or she enters the work field which is significantly different
from their image of the field, they need additional abilities in order to survive and interface with the
professional world.
Those abilities that help them to survive in real world are experience and skills. Skills can be obtained
from combining previous experiences and knowledge. Experience can only obtain during work.
From employer s point of view, they prefer to employ those with experience on the specific area that
they need. Otherwise it can be risky for the company in term of low efficiency. Firstly,it takes time for
them to adapt to new situation and learn initial skills for that particular job. the productivity ratio of
these new graduated employees is likely to be lower than standard level. This means the company will
not make money and still paying for their salaries during this period. Secondly, there might be some
mistakes made by them due to lack of experience. These mistakes maybe easy to erase or it could cost a
lot for the company to recover. In order to improve the productivity level, sometimes companies provide
training for new employees. This will reduce impact of the absence of experience in new employees;
however, this process is time consuming, having an extra cost and causes lower productivity during
training period for organization. In other word company loses money.

Money is a key factor in all organizations. Most organizations are shaped in order to obtain more profit
for their stockholders. That’s why productivity and money making are the most important factors.
Sometimes a decision made by experienced senior employee could save a large amount of money for
company. The point is during the working experiment we get to know how to save money and react in
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different situations. The more experience an individual have the better she/he reacts, and they have more
value for a company. For instance, that s why Engineers like structural engineers who work in offices
get lower salaries than contractors and project managers, because the first group only makes the plans
and it is the job of the second group to develop them. Those are the persons who sense the burden of
losing money and facing the real world.
To conclude, although the basic knowledge we gain from education is important, the experience is more
useful in construction field. Experience gives people the ability to make a quick and good decision and
improve productivity. Those are the main factors that employers will consider in employing people.
Therefore, the university degree is not an adequate preparation for engineering graduates entering the
workforce.


